
Chapter 05 Practice 
Word Play 

Synonyms & Rhymes 

同意語 ＆ 同韻語 

  A B C D 

ex A synonym of  how come that rhymes with fly what for spy why sky 

1 A synonym of  adjust that rhymes with son napped untapped adapt change run mapped 

2 A synonym of  admit that rhymes with fun stress agree sundress confess one guess 

3 A synonym of  cause that rhymes with whole oak inspire provoke toe broke blow smoke 

4 A synonym of destroy that rhymes with walk clown hawk brown lock town demolish knock down 

5 A synonym of  disappointed that rhymes with the best tree pest depressed he guessed upset 

6 A synonym of  effort that rhymes with neighbor work say fir labor player 

7 A synonym of  entire that rhymes with some cheat complete whole rum sweet drum beat 

8 A synonym of  fact that rhymes with tooth Ruth youth truth reality 

9 A synonym of  gaze that rhymes with bear prayer stare square look 

10 A synonym of  glimpse that rhymes with site spot white bite sight 

11 A synonym of  mythology that rhymes with ledge end folk tale edge friend legend hedge bend 

12 A synonym of  reluctant that rhymes with hug tensed against  bug sensed rug fenced opposed 

13 A synonym of  savory that rhymes with spies see sly me salty spicy eyes free 

14 A synonym of  squeeze that rhymes with hip grasp grip flip zip 

15 A synonym of  tender that rhymes with pear ring fair king caring bare thing kind 

 
Word Ladders 

__ __ __ 
 

a 3-letter word that is a synonym of pretend  

__ __ __ __  
add 1 letter for a synonym for reality 

__ __ __ __ 
 

change 1 letter for a synonym for quick 

__ __ __ __ 
 

change 1 letter for a synonym for remain 

 

adult 
 
大人 

__ __ __ __ __  
change 2 letters for a synonym for confess 

__ __ __ __ __ 
 

change 2 letters for a synonym for adjust 

 

__ n __ w 
 
雪 

__ __ __ __  
change 2 letters for a synonym for glimpse 

__ __ __ __ __ 
 

change 2 letters and add a final “y” for a synonym for savory 

 


